
Improvements to Congregation Beth Israel, Portland, Oregon 
Richard Bosch Architect 255 SW Harrison Street Suite TH11 Portland, Oregon Interior elevations and details A2

Toilet Room A - ADA accessible

Toilet Room B - adaptable

Congregation Beth Israel
Existing toilet room renovations
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Grab bars

Note:
Not all fixtures and dispensers are depicted.
But when selected, they need be installed as 
per the 2010 ADA Standards to avoid 
encroachment on required maneuvering 
dimensions.

Owner's rep and architect [ADA specialist] 
will verify location of all fixtures.

Notes applicable to both Toilet Rooms

Remove all existing finish materials and fixtures to existing 
plaster walls

Remove all partitions to create 2 single-user toilet rooms, 
but demising wall between existing toilet rooms to remain

Widen door openings to accept 36" wide doors and frames

Mount new grab-bars at 34" +/- 1" in accessible toilet room

Provide blocking for future grab-bars at 36" =/- 2" in 
adaptable toilet room B, if existing wall requires it

Provide new ceramic tile at floor and as a wainscot to 48" 
high.  Owner to select material.

Owner to select all fixtures:

Toilet
Centerline of toilet to be 17" +/- 1" from finished wall

Lavatory
Lavatory to be mounted 34" above finished floor, maximum, 
with 27" clearance underneath, minimum, and any exposed 
piping to be wrapped with insulating material

Mirror
Mirror bottom shall extend down to 40" maximum [the 
reflecting part], preferably even lower

TP dispenser
TP dispenser shall be mounted with CL 8" from face of 
toilet and 15" minimum above finished floor

Changing table
Place changing table at height as recommended by 
Manufacturer

Note
Before installing any fixtures, the contractor will lay out 
their intended locations for review by the Owner's Rep and 
the Architect [who is also an ADA Specialist]
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New opening through infill wall 
to correspond to location of 
existing window and its 
concrete surround and sill

New opening through infill wall 
to correspond to location of 
existing window and its 
concrete surround and sill

Corridor into 
1946 addition

Corridor into
1953 addition

Miller Room beyond 34' - 9" deepMiller Room beyond 24' - 1" wide

Existing concrete surround and sill, exposed
New FireLite 60 minute glazing assembly
Existing metal sash windows, exposed, beyond 
FireLite system and to remain non-operating

Existing concrete surround and sill, exposed
New FireLite 60 minute glazing assembly
Existing metal sash windows, exposed, beyond 
FireLite system and to remain non-operating

Repair and paint cornice at direction of Owner, typical

Patch and repair GWB and paint at direction of Owner, typical 

Existing base to remain, repair as necessary, typical
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1/4" = 1' - 0" when drawing is full size [18 X 24]

Paper towels and waste

Dryer

Changing table

Seat cover dispenser

Seat cover dispenser

Paper towels and waste

Dryer

Remove non-structural 'pony 
walls' and gate. Patch 
adjacent walls as needed to 
match existing conditions.


